Introduction 1
The housing situation in Central-and Eastern-Europe's former socialist countries has fundamentally changed since the years of political and economic transition. Socialist ideology regarded housing as a social service. According to this ideology reasonable housing conditions should have been provided for all households, regardless of their social or economic status. This ideological aim was to be achieved through the state housing policy, which meant that housing and building were totally controlled by the state. This strategy, however, did not solve the problem of housing, since it has remained a serious sociopolitical problem in Hungary up to the present time .
2
Housing in Hungary has undergone significant changes since the years of political and economic transition. During the socialist decades the housing sector was controlled by the state, market forces were marginal or non-existent. Thus, one of the biggest changes in housing was the establishment of a western-type residential market after the regime change. 10 The present paper adopts the geographical approach to introduce the factors that have influenced the development of the Hungarian residential market after the regime change. As a result much emphasis is placed on the spatial aspects and differences of the Hungarian housing market. The study primarily follows an empirical approach based on the latest available statistics emphasizing the effects and consequences of the economic crisis on households, the government and the residential market.
The most important factors influencing the development of the Hungarian residential market after the political and economic changes in 1990 11 The Hungarian housing market has undergone significant changes since the change of the regime, in which five main factors have played a dominant role (Kovács Z. et al., 2005) :
• declining population
• ageing population
• economic recession and income polarization
• rapid privatisation and deregulation of the housing market
• the emergence of foreign capital 12 The population of Hungary reached its post World War II peak in 1980 with 10,7 million people, since then it has been continuously declining. At the end of 2011 the population of Hungary will be around 9.9 million, which means that in the past 30 years there has been a decrease by 800 thousand people ( Figure 1 ). Future prospects of population growth are not promising either. Population projections predict that the population decline and aging will continue in the following decades and if trends do not change Hungary's population will be only 8 million by 2050 (Hablicsek-Tóth, 2002) .
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Source : HCSO data, edited by Tömöri M.
13 Despite the continuous population decline the number of households has been increasing for the last few decades. This can be due to the gradual spread of modern lifestyle patterns and growing individualism, which has resulted in a decrease in the average size of households. These changes are particularly apparent in the case of one-person households (people living alone), whose number has more than doubled since 1960 (Table  1) . Although there has been a constant population decrease in the past 30 years, the number of dwellings has been increasing. In 1980 the number of dwellings in Hungary was 3,542 million, which has increased to 4,348 million by 2011, which means that the stock of dwellings has grown by more than 800 thousand in the past 30 years ( Figure 2 ).
15 Population decrease together with an increase in the stock of dwellings created an opportunity for households living together previously to move to separate dwellings. This has significantly reduced the proportion of overcrowded dwellings and improved living conditions. The previously mentioned trends are also reflected in the growing number and proportion of vacant dwellings. The share of vacant dwellings out of the total stock of dwellings was under 2 % in 1960, while in 2001 this ratio was above 8 % ( Figure 2 ). This tendency can probably be due to the growing number of second homes and dwellings used for business purposes (e.g. offices). Source : census data, edited by Tömöri M.
16 The dynamics of the housing market are strongly influenced by the general economic conditions (Farkas et al., 2004) . From this perspective, the beginning of the 1990s was characterized by recession in Hungary. A modest increase in GDP started in 1994, however this growth was coupled with high inflation. Significant and long-lasting GDP growth started in 1997 and lasted until 2007 ( Figure 3 ). Nevertheless, this growth was geographically uneven, and structural economic problems prevailed in certain regions of Hungary (e.g. in the Northern industrial areas). Despite the increasing income levels the housing market became slowly profitable, consequently the real upturn in housing only appeared after 2000. In addition, a strong income polarization has emerged since the economic and political transition, resulting in significant regional disparities between the core areas and the peripheries. Source : HCSO data, edited by Tömöri M.
17 Yet another important factor in the development of the housing market was rapid privatisation (Clapham, 1995 ; Clapham et al., 1996) . As compared to Western-European countries, the proportion of privately owned homes was much higher even before the change of the regime, because the state supported private building through favourable state loans and grants. Consequently, the share of privately owned homes had reached almost 80 % by 1990 Kovács Z. et al., 2005) .
18 Following the regime change (1989) political debate on housing and reforms focused almost exclusively on privatisation of the housing system (Clapham, 1995 ; Struyk, 1996) . After the change of the regime the former state owned homes were transferred to local governments, making their rapid privatisation possible (Kovács, 1998) . Within the framework of privatisation tenants could buy their homes under particularly favourable conditions -usually far below the real market prices . As a result, the number and proportion of flats owned by the state or local governments is minimal today (below 5 %) and the Hungarian residential market is dominated by private ownership (app. 95 %) (Kovács Z. et al., 2005 ; ECOSTAT, 2009) . The deregulation of the housing market did not confine itself to privatisation alone, since it was also an important change that decisions on housing issues were delegated from the state level to local level. These changes decentralized housing-related decisions, such as where and what could be built (Kovács Z. et al., 2005) .
The most problematic areas of the current Hungarian residential market 21 In the light of the above processes, currently there are four characteristic areas which present acute socioeconomic problems for Hungarian housing-and socio-politics :
• Rural areas, peripheries
• High-rise housing estates
• Suburbs
• Gated communities
Rural areas, peripheries 22 Hungary's spatial structure has fundamentally altered after the regime change. The industrial spatial structure characteristic of the socialist era has been replaced by a post industrial, tertiary spatial structure ( Figure 4 ). The beneficiaries of the changes have become those regions and cities which could successfully integrate into the global economic system. In the case of Hungary, Budapest and the North western areas of Transdanubia have become the new core areas of post-socialist economic and social structure. The biggest losers have been those heavy industrial regions that were developed and strongly supported during the socialist era as well as the peripheries along the Northeastern borders of Hungary (Figure 4 ). Source : edited by Süli-Zakar I.
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23 These peripheries suffer from multiple disadvantages, such as an ageing and declining population. Due to the high levels of unemployment they are characterized by continuous out-migration. This out-migration, however, is selective in nature, since primarily younger, more educated and wealthier social layers leave these areas. Consequently, peripheries are characterized by ageing and declining population. At the same time, uneducated, lower social class people move into these areas. This process can be termed as "suburbanization of the poor" when lower social class people move from cities to rural peripheries in the hope of cheaper living conditions (see section on suburbs). Obviously, the incoming poorer people are unable to maintain or renovate their homes adequately, as a result, the conditions of these dwellings are continuously worsening, their prices are falling, making these homes virtually unsellable. Consequently, there appears a growing gap in the prices of homes between the core areas and the peripheries ( Figure 5 ). Source : HCSO data.
Hungarian government is to implement complex reconstruction programs in the areas damaged by floods, which would result in basic structural changes in the spatial pattern of settlements. The reconstruction of areas damaged by floods would create an opportunity to improve the domestic construction industry suffering from the economic crisis and to create new jobs with the involvement of local small-and medium-sized enterprises.
High-rise housing estates 26 Another important problem of the Hungarian housing market is represented by high-rise housing estates built during the socialist era. In Central-and East European countries housing estates became widespread after World War II and dominated the housing market for almost forty years. The idea of building new housing in concentrated forms served as a tool for the large-scale public housing construction program that was intended to address the housing shortage (Tosics, 2004) . The frequent occurrence of this building type in the former Eastern bloc was not only a solution to housing shortage, but fulfilled an important ideological role as well. High-rise housing estates also contributed to the process of urbanisation and the development of infrastructure, giving a chance for millions of people to enjoy better living conditions than previously (Egedy, 2000) . The goal and ideology of the socialist housing policy was the equalisation of housing conditions for all households (Sailer-Fliege, 1999) .
27 Due to the significant heavy industrial investments and the related industrial jobs, huge numbers of people migrated from rural areas to Budapest and to the new heavy industrial centres during the socialist decades. As a result, the demand for new housing increased rapidly in the biggest cities (Budapest, Debrecen, Miskolc, Szeged, Pécs, Györ) and industrial regions, thus large numbers of new homes had to be built in a relatively short time for the incoming population. In the framework of the state housing policy, masses of blocks of flats were built especially during the 1970s, although the construction of highrise housing estates lasted in most socialist countries up till the collapse of socialism (Tosics, 2004) .
28 These blocks of flats were constructed out of prefabricated panel blocks made in "housebuilding factories" that flooded most East European cities with low-quality housing (Szelényi, 1996) . These buildings were constructed with obsolete technology, their level of modern convenience, technical and mechanical equipment were obsolete even at the time of their construction. In addition, the energy efficiency of most of these buildings is especially low, because they do not have external wall insulation. Consequently, the heating energy demand of these blocks of flats is extremely high in comparison with modern buildings. These days, this causes an increasingly serious problem, since energy prices have raised significantly worldwide in the past few decades.
29 High-rise housing estates provide quite unfavourable living conditions, since they are often located in undesirable neighbourhoods and poorly served by public transportation and other services (Szelényi, 1996) . Numerous studies have proven that the percentage of people dissatisfied with their living conditions and intending to move away is the highest among those living in blocks of flats. As a result, a selective migration started from these buildings as early as in the 1980s, which marked the beginning of a strengthening segregation process. The selective nature of this migration meant that younger, higher social status layers gradually moved away from these buildings, while the proportion of
older, poorer, lower social class people started to increase. Naturally, this process caused a fall in the price and prestige of these flats, thus the process became self-generating and the incoming of lower social class people continued. As a result of selective segregation processes, these areas were populated by low to very low social status groups in all socialist states at the end of the socialist era (Sailer-Fliege, 1999) .
30 Nowadays, high-levels of old-age pensioners, unemployed and lower social class people characterize the population of the majority of these high-rise housing estates. In most large cities at least over one third of all households live in high-rise housing estates (Sailer-Fliege, 1999) . This means an especially serious problem, since these flats should be renovated, their energy efficiency should be increased, however, their dwellers are generally in a bad economic situation, so they are unable to finance these renovations by themselves. 
Suburbs 32
One of the most spectacular spatial processes in Hungary was suburbanization during the 1990s. The usually young, wealthy households migrating from large cities to rural areas make the outskirts of cities and villages dynamic. Perhaps the most characteristic example of suburbanization in Hungary is the Budapest metropolitan area, although to a lesser extent suburbanization also emerges on the outskirts of the biggest Hungarian cities such as Szeged, Miskolc, Debrecen, Eger, Pécs (Dövényi Z., 2007 ; Kovács Z. et al., 2005 ). An important difference, however, is that suburbanization is much more developed in the surroundings of Transdanubian cities than in cities in the Eastern parts of the country ( Figure 6 ). et al., 2005) . The fact that within the Budapest metropolitan area suburbanization is the most important spatial process indicates the scale and significance of suburbanization. The reason for this kind of suburbanization process lies in the fact that this phenomenon around Budapest can be grouped into the "residential suburbanization" category, that is, the suburbanization of economic and tertiary functions has not been significant yet. Sub urbanization, however, was not limited to the Budapest metropolitan area after 1990, it appeared in all of the bigger metropolitan areas, moreover, it emerged around smaller towns, as well. As a result, it can be stated firmly that suburbanization has become a characteristic feature of inland migration and the Hungarian residential market (Dövényi Z., 2007) . 34 In recent years, however, new tendencies have appeared showing that the positive migration balance of rural areas has been gradually declining, while population decline in Budapest and in bigger cities has stopped and in some cases population increase can be detected again (Figure 7 ).
35 These tendencies suggest that rehabilitation and revitalization of cities have started in Hungary as well, making the inner parts of cities -especially among wealthy younger generations -popular and attractive again (Dövényi, 2007 ; Nagy-Tímár, 2008) . Consequently, it can be assumed that the first phase of suburbanization ended and in some areas the phase of reurbanization has begun, characterized by a more balanced migration within metropolitan areas (Dövényi, 2007) . Recent trends show that people having moved to suburbs often financed their housing from foreign currency loans, which may also decrease the former dynamism of suburbanization.
36 In Hungary there also exists a specific form of "suburbanization", which can be termed as the "suburbanization of the poor". This phenomenon cannot be identified with the original notion of suburbanization, instead, it can be regarded as an escape from cities, nevertheless, the direction of migration is the same in both cases. This phenomenon is characteristic of those impoverished layers of society that "escape" from cities to the outskirts of big cities or rural areas in the hope of a cheaper but also lower-level lifestyle. Lower social class migrants leaving Budapest or bigger cities target either the niche areas of traditional suburbanization or rural areas. The "suburbanization of the poor" practically means the exportation of social problems from cities to rural areas (Dövényi, 2007) .
Gated communities
37 Gated communities represent a special urban development, architecture and social phenomenon of our globalizing world. Today, gated communities are getting betterknown and more widespread around the world (Blandy et al., 2003) .
Modern gated
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communities appeared in Central-and Eastern-Europe after the fall of communist regimes. In the course of introducing the market economy, income disparities in these countries have risen enormously, which manifested itself in the strengthening segregation of the urban population. Gated communities represent a characteristic form of this segregation. In developed countries gated communities mean a residential area created by real estate developers that are often physically separated (e.g. gates, fences) and equipped with controlled entrance and/or video control system. It is important to emphasize that gated communities are not only physically separated, but the social norms of residents are also different from other layers of society. In Hungary the first gated communities were established at the end of the 1980s and at the beginning of the 1990s. They appeared first in Buda, then they became widespread in all parts of Budapest and in the suburbs, as well. Today, gated communities are not only present in Budapest and its metropolitan area, but they can also be found all around the country. Most gated communities are to be found in Budapest and its agglomeration zone, but their number is significant in the case of regional centres and in some county towns as well. However, gated communities rarely appear in small-or medium-sized towns (Figure 8 ). Source : edited by Süli-Zakar I.
38 Gated communities are usually established in those areas where both the social geographic (e.g. upper middle-class, high income levels, excellent transport infrastructure, etc.) and the physical geographic factors (e.g. pleasant green parks, fresh air, panoramic view, lakeside, etc.) are favourable at the same time.
39 Most gated communities in Hungary do not resemble their Western-European or American counterparts in terms of the strict scientific definition -they are not under guard, do not have controlled entrance, are not completely separated from their environment, do not have legal "independence" and offer relatively few extra facilities for their residents. Gated communities are populated by the upper middle-class in Hungary, as well, the primary motivation for moving into gated communities are the modern apartments and the pleasant environment. However, due to the relatively good
public security, fear of crime and prevention of crime only play a marginal role in moving to gated communities in Hungary as opposed to gated enclaves in Latin-American countries (Cséfalvay, 2007 ; Hegedüs, 2008) .
The economic crisis and its consequences on the Hungarian residential market 40 Mortgages denominated in foreign currencies appeared in Hungary in 2004, and became widely popular, because of low interest rates as compared to forint loans. This is wellillustrated by the fact that in 2005 interest rates on mortgages denominated in Swiss francs were around 4 %, while rates on forint loans were above 10 % 1 . The huge gap between interest rates appeared, because the former system of interest rate subvention on forint housing loans was stopped in order to cut back on government spending. Former governments seemed to profit from the spread of foreign currency mortgages, since the residential market was dynamic even without state subventions, consumption increased, which contributed to economic growth. Moreover, the central budget deficit was not increased by interest rate subventions and the risk of exchange rate fluctuations were taken by those who took out foreign-currency mortgages (HVG, 2010) . However, the risk of foreign-currency loans was obvious ; since all the borrowers had income in forints, not francs. If the forint lost value, loan payments could multiply. However, lower interest rates meant lower monthly payments, as a result a buyer who could not hope to get a loan in Hungarian forint could easily qualify for a Swiss franc loan. That is why a vast majority of mortgage loans were made in Swiss francs. Source : HCSO data, edited by Tömöri M.
43 The credit-and economic crisis quickly revealed the huge risks of foreign currency mortgages. Due to the global economic crisis and the structural problems of the Hungarian economy the Hungarian forint has significantly weakened against other currencies and especially against the Swiss franc. Moreover, in light of the current global turmoil, the CHF has become a safe haven 7 , making the Alpine currency even stronger against the forint (Figure 10 ). In October 2011 the Hungarian forint was around 250 to the Swiss franc, which has resulted in a significant increase in Swiss franc denominated mortgage payments, since most of the loans were taken out at exchanges rates from 140 to 180 forints to the franc Source : Hungarian National Bank data, edited by Tömöri M.
44 Things were only worsened by the fact that the financial crisis gradually transformed into an economic crisis, which resulted in loss of jobs, the rate of unemployment (11.2 % in 2010) has risen to a record height for the past ten years in Hungary. Consequently, unemployed debtors are facing an even more difficult situation. As a result, of the 1.1 million people that held mortgages denominated in foreign currencies, roughly 100,000 were in severe arrears by June 2011 and more are likely to follow 9 .
45 The Hungarian government and banks have been trying to tackle the problems caused by foreign-currency mortgages. The measures are aiming to protect those who can't pay back their mortgages and those who are suffering because of higher repayment obligations. Three major measures have been elaborated to help mortgage holders. According to the first option debtors can temporarily fix exchange rates on foreigncurrency household mortgages at 180 forint per Swiss franc or 250 forint per euro. The difference between the fixed-rate payments and the actual exchange rate will be booked in a separate forint account where the debt will accumulate or disappear if better exchange rates emerge. According to the agreement debtors will have to start repaying the difference as of January 2015 at a set interest rate
10
. 46 The second solution aims to help those who are unable to meet their mortgage payments. In order to achieve this goal, the government will set up a national asset manager that will take over the properties of non-paying debtors who will continue to rent their homes from the state. Families agreeing to move to a smaller home will be entitled to a state subsidy on the interest rate of their mortgages for five years. The asset manager will also launch a greenfield homebuilding program for those who lose their homes.
47 The third option for foreign-currency mortgage holders is to pay off the total sum of their loan at a fix exchange rate of 180 forint to the Swiss franc or 250 forint against the euro. The legislation allows debtors to clear their foreign-currency mortgages at well below the market exchange rate (though above the rate at which most mortgages were taken out). Figure  11 ). (Table 2) . The majority of new flats have been sold in Budapest, and in bigger cities or in their agglomeration zone in the past few years, only 6 % of the total turnover of new flats has been realized in villages, the majority of which are situated in the gravity zones of large cities (HCSO, 2010) . In other words, the housing market has stopped functioning in rural areas. Due to the above mentioned tendencies the prices of homes have decreased significantly, old and low-comfort dwellings especially in rural or peripheral areas are virtually unsellable. Obviously, the changes in property prices have not affected equally the different geographical regions and the different types of dwellings. The most significant decline in (nominal) prices has affected the market of second-hand dwellings situated in villages in the peripheries. The nominal prices of new dwellings have stagnated in Budapest and in villages, while a significant decline has occurred in county towns and "other" towns ( Figure 13 ). This means that inflation adjusted price-levels have dropped by 5 to 15 % since 2007. Source : HCSO data, edited by Tömöri M.
Conclusions 52
This study has briefly outlined the most important milestones in the development of the Hungarian residential market, introduced the most problematic areas, and analyzed the effects and consequences of the present global economic crisis on housing conditions. Housing has considerably altered since the transition from socialism to free democracy and market economy. Generally, the winners of this transition have become Budapest and its metropolitan area and the Northwestern regions of Hungary. On the other hand, rural areas on the peripheries have turned out to be the biggest losers. The global financial and economic crisis has had devastating effects on the Hungarian economy and residential market. The crisis and its consequences have proved that the former model of economic growth based on easy foreign credit conditions is unsustainable, thus the world's and 
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Those families who financed their housing by foreign currency mortgages are facing the hardest situation. The Hungarian forint has significantly weakened against other currencies having resulted in a dramatic increase in foreign currency mortgage payments. First, the paper briefly reviews the literature on housing theories, then it outlines the most important milestones in the development of the Hungarian residential market. The next part of the paper introduces the most problematic issues and areas concerning housing in Hungary, and finally analyzes the effects and consequences of the present economic crisis.
En Hongrie, le logement est confronté à d'importantes mutations depuis les années de transition politique et économique. Durant les décennies du socialisme, ce secteur se trouvait sous le contrôle de l'État et les forces du marché étaient marginales, voire inexistantes. En conséquence, l'un des changements majeurs dans le secteur fut l'établissement d'un marché résidentiel de type occidental à la suite du changement de régime. La dernière crise économique mondiale a eu un impact crucial sur le marché du logement hongrois, dont le chiffre d'affaires a considérablement chuté ces dernières années. Les familles qui finançaient leur logement à l'aide de prêts hypothécaires étrangers se retrouvent dans la situation la plus difficile. La très nette dévaluation du forint par rapport aux autres monnaies a entraîné une hausse significative des remboursements de crédits en monnaie étrangère. Dans un premier temps, l'article analyse la littérature sur les théories du marché du logement et met en évidence les étapes majeures du développement du marché résidentiel hongrois. La seconde partie présente les questions ainsi que les zones les plus problématiques de ce marché avant d'analyser les conséquences de la crise économique actuelle.
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